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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Typically, when we talk about library analytics, conversations turn to circulation statistics, holds, ILL, patron checkouts, and so on. However, I believe that analytics and reports can benefit cataloging, as well. Even in an era of shelf-ready books and discovery layers, catalogs form the core for discovery for printed materials, ebooks, and audiovisual resources. However, cataloging practices have varied over time, depending on the needs of library users, current standards, and technology, and as a result, catalog records vary widely in terms of completeness and information included. For instance, records for materials in Penn State’s Special Collections Library range from minimal
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Presentation Notes
To extravagant.
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Presentation Notes
Some cataloging decisions are governed by the needs of the materials or of the researchers. The Beaumont and Fletcher item featured on this and the preceding screen, for instance, is valuable and rare. The level of detail in this case ensures that researchers can easily identify Penn State’s copy from among other surviving copies of this text, and also provides security in the event of theft. However, due to time constraints, it is impossible to provide this much detail for everything. At the same time, we do want to ensure that our users and staff have a reasonably consistent experience. While some records will have more detail than others, headings, notes, and information to locate a book on a shelf should be entered consistently. A book shouldn’t be less findable, just because it was purchased 30 years ago instead of yesterday. To address these challenges, Penn State’s special collections catalogers have been normalizing cataloging practices using reports from BLUEcloud Analytics to ascertain how data has been entered historically, spot variations, and target records to correct, either manually or through batch processes.
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• Part I: What is Evidence-Based Cataloging?

• Part II: Software

• Part III: Examples Using BLUEcloud Analytics
• Overview of BLUEcloud Analytics

• Two projects using BLUEcloud Analytics

• Strengths and weaknesses of BLUEcloud Analytics

• Running reports and manipulating data

• Project outcomes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This presentation will be divided into three parts. First, I will define evidence-based cataloging. In the second part, I will discuss software you can use to run reports against data in your catalog, which you’ll need for an evidence-based catalog maintenance program. In the third part, I will provide real-world examples of evidence-based catalog maintenance, drawn from my work in Penn State’s Special Collections. These examples will use BLUEcloud Analytics, the software used at Penn State. I will begin with a brief overview of BLUEcloud Analytics, including a description of the software and types of searches that may be conducted. Then, I will describe two projects in which we used BLUEcloud Analytics to standardize cataloging practices. Using these examples, I will discuss strengths and weaknesses of BLUEcloud Analytics, show how I ran the reports and manipulated the data, and project outcomes, including demonstrating how we used the data to inform cataloging practices and maintenance. 



PART I: WHAT IS EVIDENCE-BASED 
CATALOGING?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
First, the idea of evidence-based cataloging may sound counter-intuitive. After all, cataloging practice is governed by rules, such as RDA for content standards, the MARC format for data, or ISBD punctuation for presentation standards. However, these standards all change over time. The Library of Congress only officially adopted RDA in 2013, and since then instructions have been added or changed and policy statements have been published, leading to variations in practice over time. And, of course, pre-RDA records will have many differences, including more abbreviations, fewer publisher names, and greater reliance on uniform titles, to name a few. Records made under earlier standards will have even more differences. In addition, cataloger’s judgment will lead to variations. 



WHAT IS EVIDENCE-BASED CATALOGING?

• RDA 2.4.1.5 optional omission: “If a single statement of responsibility names 
more than three agents performing the same function (or with the same 
degree of responsibility), omit any but the first of each group of such agents.

• Example: Roger Conbourne [and six others]

• LC-PCC Policy Statement for 2.4.1.5: Generally do not omit names in a 
statement of responsibility.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For instance, RDA 2.4.1.5 in the current version of the Toolkit allows catalogers to omit names from the statement of responsibility, indicating the omission by including a phrase such as “and six others” in square brackets. The accompanying LC-PCC Policy Statement directs catalogers to “Generally” not omit names, but that word “generally” still leaves the option open. Even if a cataloger usually transcribes all names in a statement of responsibility, they might make an exception for a very large number of names.  But where is the line for “very large”? Most catalogers would truncate a statement of responsibility containing, say, 100 names. But what about ten? What about three? These decisions, unless governed by a local policy, will vary from cataloger to cataloger. When variations in records impact the user’s ability to find resources, or the library’s ability to deliver these resources, then steps will need to be taken. And, of course, sometimes our catalog records contain errors. For instance, 
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Presentation Notes
Remember the Beaumont and Fletcher record? This item came to my attention originally when a member of our collections management team sent me an email with the subject line: “A wee little catalog typo.”
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Presentation Notes
At the time, the record in the catalog had contained only this information. While it lacks the detail in the current version of the record, there was an even more significant error: one of the three words from the title had been misspelled. Google would likely look for this variation and retrieve the record, but OPACs are very literal about spelling. As a result, this typo led to the item being hidden completely. A researcher knew we held the item, and found it by searching the publication year in the catalog and looking through every item published in 1647 until they found what they were looking for. Researchers who didn’t know we held this item, however, would never have been able to find it. This “wee little typo” was not really so small, after all, as it was effectively hiding one of the most valuable items in our collection. In addition, errors can sometimes be introduced by system updates, by catalog utilities such as OCLC or SkyRiver, or by our authority vendors. 



WHAT IS EVIDENCE-BASED CATALOGING?

• p. = pages

• col. = color
• col. ill. = color illustrations

• 256 col. = 256 color columns

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For instance, when we adopted RDA, we started spelling out a lot of words that had previously been entered as abbreviations. To save time, we had our authority vendor make these changes for us. Most times, these were pretty straight forward, like changing p. to “pages.” Some, however, were deceptive. “Col.”, for instance, was expanded to color. Most of the time, this was correct, as in the case of “color illustrations.” However, when it appeared in extent statements, this led to problems, as sometimes the “col.” abbreviation referred to numbered columns. As a result, we got statements back that said “256 color” instead of “256 columns,” which led to confusing and potentially misleading extent statements. In my experience, there is no such thing as a perfect catalog. With just a little digging, you can find a variety of errors, some of which will affect search and retrieval more than others. Errors in extent, for example, will affect a relatively small portion of library users. Errors in title, however, can lead to a hidden item. But when errors abound, it is impractical to go through your entire catalog item by item to try to clean everything up. Instead, an evidence-based approach to maintenance can help you make informed decisions, find data to clean up, and devise a time-efficient strategy for this clean-up.



WHAT IS EVIDENCE-BASED CATALOGING?

• “Some unnecessary changes to records could be eliminated if there were a 
persuasive body of evidence that indicated what parts of the record are key to user 
access success.”

Library of Congress Working Group on the Future of Bibliographic Control, “On the 
Record: Report of the Library of Congress Working Group on the Future of 
Bibliographic Control,” http://www.loc.gov/bibliographic-future/news/lcwg-
ontherecord-jan08-final.pdf (accessed October 25, 2018): 14. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One of the earlier calls for an evidence-based approach to cataloging was the report of the Library of Congress Working Group on the Future of Bibliographic Control, in which they state that “Some unnecessary changes to records could be eliminated if there were a persuasive body of evidence that indicated what parts of the record are key to user access success.”

http://www.loc.gov/bibliographic-future/news/lcwg-ontherecord-jan08-final.pdf


WHAT IS EVIDENCE-BASED CATALOGING?

• Philip Hider and Kah-Ching Tan, “Constructing Record Quality Measures Based 
on Catalog Use,” Cataloging & Classification Quarterly 46, no. 4 (2008): 338-
361.
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Presentation Notes
Philip Hider and Kah-Ching Tan’s 2008 article, “Constructing Record Quality Measures Based on Catalog Use,” attempts to answer this call. They use data from user surveys and interviews to assign relative weights to different MARC fields, depending on users’ searching behavior. They learned, for instance, that substantive errors in authors or titles impacts searching much more than an incorrectly entered edition statement. This is an interesting foundation, but their article is now 10 years old, and a great deal has changed in cataloging practice, library systems, and user searching behavior in that time. 



WHAT IS EVIDENCE-BASED CATALOGING?

• “It is proposed that cataloging managers and auditors do as much empirical 
research on error impact as they can afford to do, and that they only rely on 
expert opinion (even their own opinion) if they cannot afford to do any.”

Philip Hider and Kah-Ching Tan, “Constructing Record Quality Measures Based 
on Catalog Use,” Cataloging & Classification Quarterly 46, no. 4 (2008): 360.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the conclusion of their article, Hider and Tan state: “It is proposed that cataloging managers and auditors do as much empirical research on error impact as they can afford to do, and that they only rely on expert opinion (even their own opinion) if they cannot afford to do any.” In a post-Great Recession era in which many catalog departments are faced with reduced staffing, it is possible or likely that many of us can’t afford to do extensive user testing. But rather than just falling back on our own expert opinions, I’m proposing instead starting with targeted research questions. Rather than saying, “Let’s assess the catalog” or “Let’s find all the errors in our records and decide what to fix,” or even, “Let’s find the errors that most impact our researchers and fix those,” we can ask, “How well are we meeting users’ needs in X area?”



RESEARCH QUESTIONS

• “What form/genre terms are we adding to rare book records?”
• Frequent:

• Pictorial cloth bindings (Binding) = 395 records

• Publishers’ cloth bindings (Binding) = 434 records

• Signed bindings (Binding) = 131 records

• Infrequent:

• Gold tooled bindings (Binding) = 2

• Wrappers (Binding) = 4

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To take a rare books-related example, let’s say that I know our rare book curator regularly uses form and genre terms to identify books for classes or exhibitions. To make sure she can find the materials she needs, I want to make sure we’re applying headings consistently. So, a research question might be: “What form and genre terms are we adding to rare book records?” By running a report, I can quickly get a list of all form/genre terms in the catalog records for our rare book collection. At a glance, I learned that we routinely added genre terms Pictorial cloth bindings, Publishers’ cloth bindings, and Signed bindings. Some others, like Gold tooled bindings or Wrappers, are used so infrequently that their inclusion becomes meaningless. I know that we have hundreds of items with gold tooled bindings or wrappers, so these small numbers are not representative, and adding these headings risks misleading users into thinking that we only have two books with gold tooled bindings.



RESEARCH QUESTIONS

• “What form/genre terms are we adding to rare book records?”
• Accordian fold format = Accordion fold format

• Vellum bindings = Vellum bindings (Binding)

Presenter
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In addition, these targeted questions can help us identify problems we hadn’t been aware of. For instance, our curator was especially interested in identifying accordion fold bindings. In this report, I noticed that a several records did include the binding term for Accordion fold format, but two had headings for Accordian fold format. This report helped me find these and correct the spelling, which in turn makes the items more findable. In addition, the RBMS thesauri direct users to add the thesaurus name in parentheses after the term, and then add the code for the source of the term in subfield $2. However, these instructions are a little hard to find, and easily overlooked, so many of our 655 fields lacked the parenthetical statement. Omitting the parenthetical statement effectively made this a different heading, preventing accurate collocation by genre heading. By running reports, we could find and clean up the variations. 



RESEARCH QUESTIONS

• “Can we move all history books published before 1980 to the annex?”

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cataloging analytics can also help inform larger projects throughout the library. For example, if you’re preparing for a large-scale collection move, reports can help you get a sense of the size of the project. Let’s say you’re considering sending all history books published before 1980 to the annex. A quick report based on call number and publication date would give you the scope of the project, which would allow you to estimate staff hours required and space needed in the annex. In addition, you could cross-reference this list of titles with circulation data to see if any have circulated in the last five years.



RESEARCH QUESTIONS

• “We’re thinking of implementing the MARC 385 for audience characteristics. 
What would the implications be?”

• Existing records with 385 field = 410

• 650 … $v Juvenile literature = 385  Children.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I also find reports helpful before implementing a new practice. For example, let’s say you’re thinking of implementing the relatively newly defined MARC 385 field for audience characteristics. Before jumping in, you might want to start with a search in your catalog and see if you have any 385 fields already present, as these fields can sometimes sneak in during copy cataloging or from vendor-supplied records. By running a quick report, I learned that Penn State already has this field in 410 bibliographic records. Before implementing formally, we’ll need to take these 410 records into account and make sure that either our new practice is in line with the practice in these records, or that the records are edited to match the new practice, if needed. In addition, if you wanted to retrospectively push this field into records already in the catalog, you could run a search to identify records containing juvenile subject headings, which will need a 385 for “Children.” Once you’ve generated a list of these records, you could use a batch process to push the heading into these records, making the change quickly with minimal staff time.



PART II: SOFTWARE

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Hopefully, this brief introduction has given you some ideas for applications of evidence-based catalog maintenance. During the first part of the presentation, I mentioned running reports a few times. In order to run reports containing catalog data, you’ll need software, which will be determined by the LSP or ILS vendor used at your library. For this presentation, I will focus on the systems most frequently used by academic libraries in 2018, and include brief examples of query logic for each system. 



SOFTWARE

Marshall Breeding, “Library Systems Report 2018: New Technologies Enable an 
Expanded Vision of Library Services,” American Libraries 49, no. 5 (May 2018), 
https://americanlibrariesmagazine.org/2018/05/01/library-systems-report-2018/
(accessed October 3, 2018).

• Ex Libris Alma

• OCLC WorldShare Management Services

• SirsiDynix Symphony and Horizon

• Innovative Interfaces Sierra and Polaris (Millennium)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
According to Marshall Breeding’s 2018 Library Systems Report, the most common systems currently used by US academic libraries are the Alma LSP from Ex Libris, OCLC WorldShare Management Services, SirsiDynix’s Symphony and Horizon integrated library systems, and Innovative Interfaces’ Sierra and Polaris systems, and to a lesser extent the still-supported Millennium ILS. 

https://americanlibrariesmagazine.org/2018/05/01/library-systems-report-2018/


POLL

• What software is your library using? (show of hands)
• Ex Libris Alma

• OCLC WorldShare Management Services

• SirsiDynix (any system)

• Innovative Interfaces (any system)

• I don’t know

• Other

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Before proceeding, I’d like to do a quick poll to see who’s using which system. [poll]



SOFTWARE

Marshall Breeding, “Library Systems Report 2018: New Technologies Enable an 
Expanded Vision of Library Services,” American Libraries 49, no. 5 (May 2018), 
https://americanlibrariesmagazine.org/2018/05/01/library-systems-report-2018/
(accessed October 3, 2018).

• Ex Libris Alma

• OCLC WorldShare Management Services

• SirsiDynix Symphony and Horizon

• Innovative Interfaces Sierra and Polaris (Millennium)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Based on my research, it looks like most Oklahoma academic libraries are using Alma or WorldShare Management Services. [commentary based on poll.] In the third part of my presentation, I will take an in-depth look at running reports in SirsiDynix systems using BLUEcloud Analytics, so I am going to skip it in this section. I will look briefly at reporting options in these other major systems, with the caveat that I only have hands-on experience with reporting in SirsiDynix and Innovative Interfaces systems. I will speak to these as best I’m able, but would welcome any feedback from people actually using these systems during the Q&A at the end.

https://americanlibrariesmagazine.org/2018/05/01/library-systems-report-2018/


SOFTWARE

• Ex Libris Alma: Alma Analytics
• “Transforms a broad range of library data into actionable reports and identifiable 

trends, for data-driven decision-making.”

“Alma Analytics,” Ex Libris, https://www.exlibrisgroup.com/products/alma-library-services-
platform/alma-analytics/ (accessed October 20, 2018).

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Alma is a complete cloud-based LSP. The Alma platform includes Alma Analytics, which Ex Libris advertises as “Transform[ing] a broad range of library data into actionable reports and identifiable trends, for data-driven decision-making.”

https://www.exlibrisgroup.com/products/alma-library-services-platform/alma-analytics/


SOFTWARE

• Ex Libris Alma: Alma Analytics
• Out-of-the-Box Reports: https://tinyurl.com/y8b4ejs7

• Custom reports: https://tinyurl.com/ycrwwhgj

• Itemized sets: https://tinyurl.com/y7de5dng

• “Particularly useful if you want to globally update a set of records by first retrieving these 
records in Analytics.”

“Creating a New Report,” Ex Libris, https://tinyurl.com/ycrwwhgj (accessed October 20, 2018).

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Alma Analytics includes a number of out-of-the-box reports subdivided into several categories. From a cataloging perspective, however, few of these out-of-the-box reports will prove helpful. The only report specifically addressing cataloging is called “Cataloger Activity,” and presents a bar chart of records created, deleted, or modified per cataloger. This could be good for statistics and potentially workflow efficiency, but presents less information about the actual data in the catalog. Alma Analytics also allows users to create customized reports, which further allows users to create an itemized set from an Analytics report. Ex Libris advertises itemized sets as “Particularly useful if you want to globally update a set of records by first retrieving these records in Analytics.”

https://tinyurl.com/y8b4ejs7
https://tinyurl.com/ycrwwhgj
https://tinyurl.com/y7de5dng
https://tinyurl.com/ycrwwhgj


SOFTWARE

• Ex Libris Alma: Alma Analytics
• Example: Items acquired for Rare Books in 2018 with a public note

• Library Unit:
• Library Code = rare_book

• Physical Items:
• Creation Date: Item Creation Year = 2018

• Holdings Detail:
• Title

• Holdings Local Param: 590-or- Public note (from 852 sublfield $z)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For instance, let’s say you want a list of every new item acquired for your Rare Books library in 2018 with a public note. You might want this, for example, to get a sense of what information is typically being entered into public notes, or for examining consistency of notes across your catalogers to ensure that information is being entered in a consistent manner. To begin, under “Library unit,” set the library code to “rare_book,” or whatever you use locally. Then, under Physical Items, input the creation date as “Item Creation Year 2018.” Then, under Holdings Detail, let’s add “Title,” so our list will include the title of the items. You can add other identifiers as well, such as call number or barcode, if helpful. You will follow one of two methods to get the local note, depending on how your institution inputs the note. If you use a MARC 590, using “Local Param,” you can set any MARC field code you want. However, to use this field, you’ll need to contact Ex Libris Support and tell them the MARC code for the field. Alternatively, if your public notes are entered into the 852 field in subfield |z, you can select this option without placing a call to tech support. In addition, the built-in reports also include a number of local fields, including binding information, provenance, and immediate source of acquisition, all of which might be useful in determining local use of public notes for rare books. After setting up the query, Alma Analytics further allows you to set parameters for each of the subject areas included, such as: do you want a count? Or the text? When you’ve set all your parameters, you can run your report, which will generate a list of items, with the information requested. Unfortunately, since my library does not use Alma, I haven’t been able to test-drive this myself, but from research, Alma Analytics seems to be versatile and customizable. Getting the data needed will take only a little effort, which seems to be very promising for Alma catalogers interested in analytics.



SOFTWARE

• WorldShare Management Services: WorldShare Report Designer:
• “WorldShare Management Services (WMS) already combines your library services—

including acquisitions, circulation, metadata, resource sharing, discovery, e-resource 
management and other basic library functions—into one streamlined system. WorldShare
Report Designer allows you to draw on this data to build custom reports and visualizations 
that meet your specific library needs.”

“WorldShare Report Designer,” OCLC, https://www.oclc.org/en/worldshare-report-
designer.html (accessed October 3, 2018).

Presenter
Presentation Notes
WorldShare Management Services provides its own analytics software: WorldShare Report Designer. In OCLC’s words, “WorldShare Management Services already combines your library services—including acquisitions, circulation, metadata, resource sharing, discovery, e-resource management and other basic library functions—into one streamlined system. WorldShare Report Designer allows you to draw on this data to build custom reports and visualizations that meet your specific library needs.”

https://www.oclc.org/en/worldshare-report-designer.html


SOFTWARE

• WorldShare Management Services: WorldShare Report Designer:
• Report objects: 

https://help.oclc.org/Library_Management/WorldShare_Reports/Report_objects

• Query operators: 
https://help.oclc.org/Library_Management/WorldShare_Reports/WorldShare_Report_
Designer/Query_operators

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Report Designers allows users to construct queries using a variety of report objects and query operators. Since WorldShare Management Services covers a wide swath of library functions, the report objects are broad, ranging from patron data to holds, ILL requests, and fiscal data. Some of the objects, however, might be useful for catalogers, including call number, item title, and various fields in the local holdings record. These can then be combined with operators to construct queries. 

https://help.oclc.org/Library_Management/WorldShare_Reports/Report_objects
https://help.oclc.org/Library_Management/WorldShare_Reports/WorldShare_Report_Designer/Query_operators


SOFTWARE

• WorldShare Management Services: WorldShare Report Designer:
• Example: Items acquired for Rare Books in 2018 with a public note

• “LHR Item Detail” Universe

• Select:

• LHR Item Acquired Date between 20180101 and  20181231

• LHR Item Permanent Shelving Location Is Equal To Rare Books

• LHR Item Public Note

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For instance, if you wanted to see all public notes created for items acquired for Rare Books in 2018, you should be able to run this report by selecting the “LHR Item Detail” Universe. From there, select Item Acquired Date, and set to “between 20180101 and 20181231” to cover the entire year. Then, select “Item Permanent Shelving Location,” and set “Is Equal to Rare Books.” Finally, select Item Public Note. Since I don’t have access to WorldShare Report Designer, I can’t test this and verify that it works, but this should generate a list of public notes for items in this location acquired this year. Bear in mind, however, that Report Designer is an optional add-on that requires an additional subscription, so check prices before implementing. 



SOFTWARE

• Innovative Interfaces Sierra and Polaris (Millennium)
• Sierra: 

• In FUNCTION drop down or under “Go” menu

• Example: Items acquired for Rare Books in 2018 with a public note

• Type = ITEM, Field =Created On, Condition = Between, Value A = January 1, 2018, Value B = 
December 31, 2018

• Type = ITEM, Field = LOCATION, Condition = starts with, Value A = rb

• Type = BIBLIOGRAPHIC, Field = MARC Tag 590

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Innovative Interfaces products have built-in reporting mechanisms. In a previous job, I used the reporting features in Millennium. I changed jobs before the Sierra migration, and as a result I have never used Sierra, but understand that the report running features are similar. III calls these “Lists.” In Millennium, “Create Lists” existed as a separate module. In Sierra, it’s available under the FUNCTION dropdown menu. Reports are constructed using simple query logic. For example, to run our sample query for all items acquired for Rare Books in 2018 with public notes, we would first run a query for all items created between January 1 and December 31, 2018. Then, we’d limit to locations starting with rb for Rare Book locations, and then limit to bibliographic records containing the MARC field 590. Similar to Alma Analytics, III allows you to select fields for your report output, making this a relatively simple but powerful reporting option.



PART III: EXAMPLES USING 
BLUECLOUD ANALYTICS

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this next portion of my presentation, I will provide two real-world examples of evidence-based catalog maintenance projects using BLUEcloud Analytics.



WHAT IS BLUECLOUD ANALYTICS?

• “Completely flexible reports and powerful visualizations … to make 
evidence-based decisions.”

“BLUEcloud Analytics,” SirsiDynix, 
http://www.sirsidynix.com/products/bluecloud-analytics (accessed October 10, 
2018).

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BLUEcloud Analytics is a product from SirsiDynix, Penn State’s ILS vendor, and works with the Symphony Integrated Library System. SirsiDynix advertises BLUEcloud Analytics as “Enterprise-class reporting,” boasting “completely flexible reports and powerful visualizations … to make evidence-based decisions.”

http://www.sirsidynix.com/products/bluecloud-analytics
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After logging into BLUEcloud Analytics, users will see a series of folders: Shared Reports, My Reports, History List, and My Subscriptions. You’ll also see options for creating a new report or dashboard. “Shared Reports” includes both canned reports from BLUEcloud Analytics and any report created by your library for general use. These reports will cover many of the basic functions you might need, including MARC data, shelflists, and patron checkouts. Individual reports may be saved to the “My Reports” folder.
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After clicking on “Shared Reports,” we see a number of sub-folders, containing reports for various library functions, including circulation, holds, ILL, users, and others. Please note that this screen can be customized by the institution, so a different instance of BLUEcloud Analytics will look different. For catalog data, the folders we use most frequently are Bibliographic (MARC) Information and Collection Maintenance.
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After opening the folder, select the specific report you’d like to run. For instance, in Penn State’s implementation, the Bibliographic Information folder contains these two reports. If we want to see text entered in a MARC field, we’ll select the second report.
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From there, we’ll build the report by making selections from menus or filling in conditions, as needed.  Let’s take a look at how this works in practice.



IMPLEMENTING THE MARC 583

• MARC 583 = “Action note”

• At Penn State:
• Circulating collections: de-acidification and rebinding

• Maps: de-acidification and enclosures

• For Special Collections, customized treatments
• Circulating collection: Rebound. 20050302. Grantville, PA 17028. Wert Bookbinding, Inc.

• Special collections: housed; 20160913; box. Phase box with triangular foam supports to 
support trapezoidal shape of book.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For our first example, I’ll discuss implementing the MARC field 583 to record conservation information for Special Collections items. This was a project proposed by our Preservation, Conservation, and Digitization department. This MARC field is used to record “Action notes,” including preservation and conservation actions. Conservation information has historically been siloed, kept in paper files or stand-alone databases. Using the 583 field would allow us to embed this information directly in the catalog record, which would benefit our conservation and Special Collections staff. By making condition assessments more visible, Special Collections staff could quickly ascertain if damage to an item was caused by a patron or was preexisting, or determine if an item was stable enough for a class or exhibition. In addition, inputting treatments and materials in the record would allow conservation staff to perform keyword searches in the catalog if a treatment ever needed to be redone in the future. So, in this case, the end-users we would be benefiting were our own staff, who are, of course, important users of the catalog. The Penn State Libraries already used the 583 field for de-acidification and rebinding of circulating collections, and for enclosures and deacidification of maps. Special Collections needs are different. Due to the needs of rare and unique materials, each conservation treatment is catered to the item in hand. As a result, the 583 field for a Special Collections item is customized to the treatment, capturing a greater variety of information. For example, the first note demonstrates a typical note for a rebound circulating item. These notes vary only slightly, typically in date information, and potentially the vendor could change, but as a whole the notes are consistent. The Special Collections example, however, illustrates the greater variety of information, including type of box constructed, and specific information about the book, including a unique trapezoidal shape. Due to these requirements, I needed to develop procedures for Special Collections, rather than implementing practices used for circulating collections or maps. Before proceeding, however, I needed to determine if and how this field had been used by Penn State Special Collections in the past. I wanted to make sure that any new procedures I implemented would either be in keeping with past practices, or depart from them in a meaningful way. To learn if the 583 had been used for Penn State’s Special Collections materials, I needed to use BLUEcloud Analytics to search for every instance of this field in our Special Collections catalog records. 
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To run this report, after logging into BLUEcloud Analytics, I selected the “Shared Reports” folder.
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Since I needed to see the MARC data, I selected the first folder.
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And from there, “Search text in a MARC field.”



Presenter
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In the next screen, I built the report by selecting options from the menus.



IMPLEMENTING THE MARC 583

• Item Library Code = UP-SPECCOL

• Bib Marc Tag Number = 583

Presenter
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Since I wanted to see all 583 fields in Special Collections records, I constructed the search to be broad. I limited it to the Special Collections Library using our local code, UP-SPECCOL. Then, I set the report to include all records with the MARC field 583.
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The results, unfortunately, weren’t quite as hoped, as the report only provided me with a list of records containing the 583 field, not the 583 field itself. With 23 pages of results, each containing 25 bibliographic records, looking through each record was impractical. I needed a customized report. At an institution as large as Penn State, it is impractical to give every user the option to create their own reports. This function is limited to a select number of expert users, so I contacted the BLUEcloud Expert Team, and asked them to write a report for me,



Rebound.|c20050302.|jGrantville, PA 17028.|kWert Bookbinding, Inc.
Deacidified.|c20050314.|iliquid.|xBookkeeper.|jCranberry Township, PA 16066.|kPreservation Technologies Inc.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Which generated these results. This still wasn’t quite what I wanted, since it breaks the field out by subfield. I’d hoped to get the 583s as a single string, such as the examples at the bottom of the screen, which is how they’re entered into the catalog record. I did contact the Experts Team again, but due to constraints in the BLUEcloud Analytics software, it took longer to complete this request, and I didn’t want to derail work on the project. Even though the data format wasn’t as hoped, this report did include enough information to get started. I exported the data to a spreadsheet, and began working with it directly in Excel. Unfortunately, using a tool like OpenRefine to reconstruct the 583 fields wasn’t an option in this case. For one thing, the subfields are given in alphabetical order rather than field order. 



Rebound.|c20050302.|jGrantville, PA 17028.|kWert Bookbinding, Inc.
Deacidified.|c20050314.|iliquid.|xBookkeeper.|jCranberry Township, PA 16066.|kPreservation Technologies Inc.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For instance, the first 583 note in this record uses the second subfields a, j, and k, the first subfield c, and omit subfields i, and x. In addition, if the same subfield appeared in two 583 fields in the same record, BLUEcloud Analytics would only display it once, making accurate machine manipulation difficult. However, I could manually remove data that didn’t pertain to Special Collections. Since information entered into a bibliographic record is not copy-specific, many of the 583 fields generated referred to circulating copies rather than Special Collections. For example, the first item on the list
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is held in both Special Collections and in our main library, Pattee. But the action notes, visible under the “Detailed Information” tab,
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apply at the title level, rather than to individual items. So, this title came up on my report, even though the 583 fields refer to the circulating copy. Rebound-deacidified notes often appear together for circulating copies, as these are common treatments for Penn State’s circulating collections. As a result, notes using rebound and deacidified together could be removed from my data. In total, this trimmed over 6000 lines from my spreadsheet.
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In addition, I could remove 583 fields entered by the Maps Team, which has already established practices for both rare and non-rare maps. These notes pair “Conserved” and “Housed” in subfield |a, and include PDA in subfield |2 in all caps. Deleting these lines removed over 700 lines. 
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I could also remove notes that don’t pertain to Penn State copies. For instance, the subfield |5 in this example indicates that the note refers to the copy at Brigham Young. The note should have been deleted when the record was brought into our local catalog, but had been overlooked. This removed another 30 lines from the spreadsheet, and also allowed us to target cleanup in the catalog. In addition, since the 583 field can be used to encode a variety of actions, some 583s referred to actions other than preservation and conservation. These included retention commitments, or notes on processing or cataloging.
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After removing these lines, I was left with about 100 lines in my spreadsheet from six bibliographic records. I still needed to reconstruct the 583 fields by viewing the records in the staff client, but with only six records, was much easier. After a little more clean-up, I ended up with this:



|3pages, sewing:|acondition reviewed;|c20110826;|ltorn;|zfolds, missing text/image, pages detached, 
paper loss, resewn area.|zFor assessment or survey information, contact the Digitization and Preservation 
Department|2pda|5PSt

|3pages:|aconserved;|c20110826;|zinpainted, loss filled, mended, reattached detached pages, uncut 
pages separated.|zFor treatment information, contact the Digitization and Preservation 
Department|2pda|5PSt
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12 lines of data distilled from nearly 7400. From this, we learned that these six records each contained a pair of 583 fields referring specifically to Special Collections items, one for “condition reviewed” and one for “conserved.” Additional details were recorded in subfields $l and $z, including a note to contact the Department for more information. Based on these results, we could conclude that, while an effort had been made in 2011 to implement this field, it was never widely used in Penn State Special Collections. In addition, details provided were fairly broad. We decided instead to record notes with more detail, which would allow staff to search on specific treatments, box types, or materials used. If, down the road, a treatment needs to be redone, we can easily generate a list of all items in a phase box, or with torn wrappers.



OUTCOMES

• Broad view of use of 583 at Penn State

• Identified data needing clean-up

• Confirmed prior use of 583 field for Special Collections

• Allowed us to isolate these examples, examine them, and decided how best to 
implement the field now
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While it was time-consuming to get to the data we needed, this project did have a few important outcomes. First, this gave us a broad, comprehensive look of how the 583 is used at Penn State, for circulating collections, special collections, and maps, which gave us a good sense of how the new workflow would fit within this broader context. In addition, since we found a number of 583 fields that were from other institutions, we identified data needing clean-up. Once we’d separated out the 583 data for Special Collections, this project allowed us to verify that the 583 had been used to record conservation information for Special Collections in the past but was not part of the regular workflow. Prior to running this report, we’d believed it had not been used. Having isolated these examples, we were able to examine them, discuss what had worked and what hadn’t, and decide how best to implement the field now. 



IMPLEMENTING THE MARC 799 FIELD

• Locally defined field to record sub-locations

• E.g., Allison-Shelley:
• Children’s literature

• Christmas

• Struwwelpeter

• General

Struwwelpeter
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Another project for which we relied heavily on BLUEcloud Analytics was the implementation of the MARC 799 field. If you don’t remember what the MARC 799 is from your cataloging class in library school, there’s a good reason. We invented it! Specifically, the 799 field grew out of a task force to standardize encoding notes for Special Collections materials at Penn State. We created the 799 field to address the problem of sub-locations. Penn State’s Special Collections Library has a very large number of home locations, around 100. Some of these home locations are then further subdivided into sub-locations. For instance, within the Allison-Shelley home location, there are sub-locations for children’s literature, Christmas, and Struwwelpeter, an 1845 children’s book by Hoffmann, of which Penn State holds hundreds of variations. In addition, there are books in the Allison-Shelley home location not assigned to a sub-location. Each sublocation is housed in a different area of Special Collections. It doesn’t take a lot of imagination to recognize the headache this can make for collections maintenance. In this case, normalizing practice had less to do with making items more findable, but improving retrieval time by indicating clearly to staff where an item was shelved. Implementing the 799 field made these sub-locations searchable and printable. Moving forward, we decided to add the 799 field to all newly cataloged items, but we still had to add the note for items that had already been cataloged. Fortunately, we weren’t starting completely from the beginning.
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The old practice had been to record this information in a public note.
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Which is pulled from the PUBLIC field in the item info screen in the staff client. While this field does display in the catalog, it is unsearchable and doesn’t print on call numbers or request slips. But on the plus side, the information was there to be used. At the time that we started the project, there wasn’t a report in BLUEcloud Analytics that searched these fields, but again the Expert Team came to our rescue, writing a report to generate this information. 
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Again, we start with Shared Reports
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And then select “Collection Maintenance.”
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Then select “Item Information with OCLC # and Notes.” This report will pull up all items in a given home location with public and staff notes, if any. 



Item collection = ALLISON-SH

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To run this report, I selected the “Allison-Shelley” home location from the “Item Collection” menu and hit “Run”.
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In the first few lines of the report, we can see one staff note for Christmas, and blank lines for the other items, indicating that they are not part of a sub-location. Already, we encountered a surprising piece of data. We’d expected to see sub-location information in public notes, labeled in the table as “Item notes.” We hadn’t expected to see them in staff notes. But sure enough:
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Here, it was recorded in a STAFF note instead of a PUBLIC note, which means that
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The information doesn’t display in the OPAC at all. This was a problem we’d been unaware of, showing the data was less consistent than we’d thought. To cut through the data more, I exported the report to a spreadsheet, which helped us identify additional problems. For example,
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This screen shot shows variations of the name form for Children’s Literature, including 10 different forms in just 29 lines of the spreadsheet. In total, we found over 20 variations of Children’s Literature, 19 of Christmas, and 11 of Struwwelpeter. In addition, the staff note on the top line included provenance information, which was neither viewable nor searchable in the catalog. 
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This problem recurred in other sections of the spreadsheet. In these few lines, we can see the variety of other information included in the notes fields, including
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Binding information, 
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Provenance, 
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Information on variant states, 
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And processing information. While this seemed overwhelming initially, there were clear patterns, which meant that we could use OpenRefine.



OPENREFINE

• “A free, open source, powerful tool for working with messy data.”

“Home,” OpenRefine, http://openrefine.org/ (accessed October 11, 2018).
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OpenRefine’s website describes the tool as “A free, open source, powerful tool for working with messy data.” With OpenRefine, you can perform operations such as editing all identical cells in the same way. Combined with Excel’s built-in tools, such as splitting columns based on certain conditions, large-scale edits can be made fairly quickly. My task force co-chair took the lead on using OpenRefine on our spreadsheets, successfully separating sub-location information from other notes. For instance,

http://openrefine.org/


Struwwelpeter -- duplicate of c.3 (variant w/o edition statement on added t.p.; 
in red cloth; no jacket) -- Herzog-Hoinkis gift copy 1 

Location Provenance Local note

Struwwelpeter Herzog-Hoinkis gift copy 1 duplicate of c.3 (variant w/o 
edition statement on added t.p.; in 
red cloth; no jacket)

Presenter
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We were able to take this messy note and transform it into this tabular data, which separates the note into location, provenance information, and additional notes. This is much neater than the original and, most importantly for our project, isolates the sub-location data. Task force members later met to decide on sub-location names, officially electing to use the full forms of names. We could then edit the sub-locations in the spreadsheet to include the full name forms. Once our spreadsheet was finalized, the Digital Access Team used the item data to push the designated 799 fields into the bibliographic records. In total, we pushed this data into over 6500 records across five home locations, which would have been impossible without the reports from BLUEcloud Analytics.



OUTCOMES

• Identifying records needing 799 fields

• Noting inconsistencies in the data

• Targeting records for cleanup

• Pushing 799 fields into 6500+ records

• Identifying other notes to add to records in a later project

Presenter
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So, our outcomes from using BLUEcloud Analytics in this project include: identifying records needing 799 fields; noting inconsistencies in the data; targeting records for cleanup; pushing 799 fields into over 6500 records, making search and retrieval much easier for Special Collections staff; and identifying other notes to add later. As you may have noticed, in the case of Allison-Shelley, we separated sub-location notes out from other notes, but then we didn’t do anything with the other notes. This information will need some human manipulation to make sure that we’re accurately describing our copies in accordance to local policy and national best practices. As a result, we weren’t able to push this data into bibliographic records immediately, but we’d like to in the long term. Now, we have this data ready to add to records in the future.



CONCLUSION

• Strengths:
• Overview of data in catalog records

• Informed cataloging decisions

• Clean up data

• Drawbacks:
• Need for customized reports/support from Expert Team

• Hands-on data manipulation
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Ultimately, when it comes to catalog assessment, you can’t have too much data. Tools like BLUEcloud Analytics, Alma Analytics, WorldShare Report Designer, and Sierra’s Create Lists allow us to get a good overview of data in our records, use that data to help make more informed decisions about cataloging, and clean up data. However, in some cases, this can mean using software in ways it isn’t necessarily designed to be used. I learned how to run reports in Millennium, which, as I discussed earlier, is highly customizable. The canned reports in BLUEcloud Analytics can be good for many common searches, but I find that I often need customized reports, which requires support from the BLUEcloud Expert Team. In addition, hands-on work is often necessary, whether manually deleting lines from a spreadsheet, or using OpenRefine to re-order information. 



CONCLUSION

• “Research and evidence cannot provide all the answers for the difficult 
decisions faced by cataloguers, but our professional judgement and 
accountability are strengthened by a critical and evidence based approach in 
our practice.”

Kathy Carter, “Evidence Based Cataloguing: Moving Beyond the Rules,” Evidence 
Based Library and Information Practice 5, no. 4 (2010): 118.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Cataloging is rarely done once and done forever. Changing standards, shifting user needs, and simple human error should lead us to periodically review our data to see how well we’re meeting user needs. If there’s an area where we’re falling short, what can we do to fix it? A data-driven approach can help us examine our records more quickly and identify needed changes. As Kathy Carter writes: “Research and evidence cannot provide all the answers for the difficult decisions faced by cataloguers, but our professional judgement and accountability are strengthened by a critical and evidence based approach in our practice.” Despite the minor inconveniences that come with BLUEcloud Analytics, the software helps me retrieve information that would otherwise be more difficult or impossible to compile. It has become part of my regular workflow any time I need to investigate a new practice or begin a data clean-up project. 
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